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Defensive Driving Online Modules
These ultra-convenient 20-minute single-topic training sessions provide the 
flexibility to train your employees on individual subjects based on specific 
driving behaviors, incident rate factors, and training policies. Or, choose the 
entire 9-session Module Library for your employees as a comprehensive driver 
safety training program.  

With National Safety Council Defensive Driving Online Modules, you can create 
an interactive and engaging training experience for your employees with ease. 

Course objectives
Each training session teaches defensive driving techniques and collision 
prevention strategies, using hazard recognition scenarios and real-life driving 
situations to help drivers recognize their own personal driving tendencies and 
attitudes, reduce the chance of motor vehicle crashes and traffic violations and 
change risky driving habits.

With the extraordinary flexibility of these topic-specific online modules, 
organizations can design a program to accommodate corporate guidelines, 
employee schedules and post-incident occurrences and refresher training.

Course highlights
Defensive Driving Online Modules offer state-of-the-art technology with an 
emphasis on scenario-based training, hazard risk assessments, knowledge 
checks, and session reviews. As your corporate training needs, or the needs of 
your employees change, you can easily adjust and tailor training. Other course 
highlights include:

▶ Full-course narration with closed captioning for the hearing impaired
▶ High definition videos, 3-D animation, graphic illustrations and interactive

gaming exercises
▶ Easy to follow navigation with a convenient bookmark feature
▶ Internet connection-speed technology and universal device compatibility
▶ Printable Certificates of Completion
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The course covers key topics and issues including:
Speed Management—Provides drivers the knowledge to use traffic lanes properly and safe-
driving techniques to prevent lane-related collisions (44100-1601)

Intersections—Analyzes the reasons why drivers collide at intersections and offers defensive 
driving procedures to avoid these deadly crashes (44100-1602)

Avoiding Impaired Driving—Teaches practical, common sense techniques to avoid and 
respond to reckless impaired driving on our highways (44100-1603) 

Lane Management—Provides the knowledge to manage driving speed in the most common 
driving conditions and situations (44100-1604) 

Weather and Road Conditions—Helps prepare drivers for the worst driving conditions by 
teaching proper defensive driving techniques in real-life scenarios (44100-1605)

Avoiding Fatigued Driving—Learn the warning signs of drowsy driving and how to change 
sleeping habits and decisions to help ensure driver safety (44100-1606)

Backing and Parking Lot Strategies—Offers safe driving techniques to help drivers avoid 
preventable collisions in multiple backing and parking conditions and situations (44100-1607)

Avoiding Aggressive Driving—Learn how to respond to and avoid aggressive drivers and keep 
from becoming an aggressive driver in the most stressful driving situations (44100-1608)

Avoiding Fixed Objects—For public utility and service industry vehicles. Identifies why 
drivers collide with fixed objects, and offers safety practices and driving techniques that can 
eliminate these preventable collisions (44100-1613)

Establish your very own Online Driver Training Portal
Purchase 100 or more registrations and NSC will customize your training site with a company 
logo, employee welcome message, and safety policy. Site creation, web hosting, and customer 
and technical support are included.

With your personalized training portal, an administrator at your organization can manage and 
track registrations, participant progress and test scores, and much more. You have access to:

▶ Tailored reporting capabilities
▶ Enhanced tracking components
▶ Advanced search functions
▶ Customized registration options

▶ Detailed accounting and business
function features

▶ Immediate printing of Certificates of
Completion
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* Online licenses can only be used for up to 12 months from purchase date. Each user registration is counted as one license.

Product # Quantity
Cost per 

registration*
Individual Modules
(Product # above)

1-49
50-99

100-249
250-499
500-999

1,000-2,499 
2,500

$9.95
9.45
8.95
8.45
7.45
6.45

Call for pricing

Product # Quantity
Cost per 

registration*
Module Library 
44100-1700
One registration 
includes access to 
all nine Modules

1-49
50-99

100-249
250-499
500-999

1,000-2,499 
2,500

$44.95
41.95
35.95
24.95
19.95
15.95

Call for pricing

For more information on the NSC Defensive Driving Online Modules, visit:
nsc.org/Modules-Online or call (800) 621-7619




